Orchestrating the Right Solution

The service provides an assessment of your operational Cisco wireless network. The engagement begins with a brief discovery session where you communicate the details of what you would like covered as part of the assessment, followed by an evaluation of the current wireless infrastructure. This includes a detailed review of all the hardware and software for the wireless components. CDW provides you with documented details of the analysis and assessment data, and we make recommendations for improvement. The report focuses on areas that require further investigation or do not meet industry best practices.

A Cisco Wireless Assessment can help you achieve:

- Operational efficiencies
- Reliability
- Increased performance

CDW GETS CISCO

When it comes to networking, it’s not just what you know, it’s who you know. That’s why CDW partners with industry leaders like Cisco.

With technologies spanning the entire networking spectrum, Cisco’s networking products help organizations connect seamlessly and securely. And with years of experience in Cisco deployments, CDW has the experts and the expertise to make them work for you.

We have demonstrated success in providing services with over 200 trained field engineers with a wide breadth of experience in designing, orchestrating and managing Cisco wireless networking environments.

Together, we deliver 100% tailored solutions that help our customers optimize their networks while bringing their organizations up to speed.
Contact your account team to learn how CDW can optimize your Cisco wireless deployment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Statement of Work (SOW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Wireless Assessment</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proofpoints**

1,800+
Cisco Certified coworkers

100+
Cisco Certified wireless professionals

No. 1
Wireless partner
(10 years)

1st
Partner to earn Cisco Master Networking

**CLIENT SUCCESS STORY**

**Organization:** Private college

**Size:** More than 3,000 students living on campus

**CHALLENGE:** A large college campus was experiencing growing pains and wireless issues, causing classroom downtime and a poor student experience. Students living in the dorm rooms were bringing in their personal devices to attach to the wireless network for streaming and gaming services. This led to many troubleshooting requests to the local IT helpdesk team.

**SOLUTION:** The client leveraged CDW’s Cisco Wireless Assessment Services to identify and document the areas of opportunity within the existing wireless infrastructure. Then CDW designed and deployed a new secure wireless network based on industry best practices, which helped stabilize the performance of the network and provided a seamless experience for personal devices connecting to the wireless network.

**RESULT:** Based on the finding of the wireless assessment, CDW and the customer implemented wireless configurations that have led to a more successful user experience for both staff and students. As a result of designing to best practices, the client also benefited by adding a layer of redundancy for a more resilient solution.